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Precautions 1.- C: the surface roughness of the plate connection installation surface shall be 6.3S. ※ 1. It is possible to use DC hole and spring pin to position the
clamp.
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Precautions for Design

1. Specification confirmation
Please confirm the specifications of each product before use.

2. Precautions for circuit design
When designing the hydraulic circuit, reasonably design the hydraulic
circuit. The wrong design of hydraulic circuit will lead to the
malfunction and damage of the machine.
When designing the circuit, it is forbidden to supply oil pressure to the
push side and pull side at the same time.

3. Precautions for piping design
It is recommended to select large-diameter piping as much as possible.
The back pressure is proportional to the piping diameter. If the piping
diameter is too small, the release time and clamping time will be
prolonged.

4. Please protect the sliding surface of the piston rod when using it on
the welding fixture
If the splashed solution splashes on the sliding surface, it will lead to
poor operation, oil leakage and other faults. In this regard, the time
will be extended.

5. Bearing direction of piston rod
Do not apply any force other than that for the axial direction of the
piston. The use method shown in the following figure (Figure “X” on
the left) will cause great bending stress on the piston rod, which must
be absolutely prohibited.

6. When clamping the inclined surface of the workpiece
When clamping the inclined surface of the workpiece, the clamp and
the clamped surface shall be kept horizontal, that is, the clamped
surface and the installation surface of the clamp shall be kept parallel.

The clamping of the inclined plane will cause the workpiece to deviate
or the piston rod to slip. (if the workpiece is a cast part, it is
recommended to use nail attachment to fix it at the part with large
inclination)

7. Installation of speed control valve
HDBA□0-C□ and HDBC□0-C□external piping linear clamp can be
installed with those listed in the following table

8. HDBC: brake setting
At the push side, please set the special brake for push side when it is
used above 25MPa.
At the pull side, please set the special brake for pull side when it is
used above 25MPa. Please refer to the overall dimension drawing for
the dimensions of the brake.

Model
Speed control valve

model

Low-pressure special speed control valve
It is forbidden to use the high-pressure
special speed control valve

Maximum pressure at HBZL
installation

When the piston is subjected to
non-axial force

When clamping workpieces with
different heights

When clamping
the inclined plane

With spherical gasket Without spherical gasket

Special block for pull side

Special block for push
side
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Precautions for installation

1. Please confirm to use fluid and select appropriate hydraulic oil.

2. Body installation

When installing the body, please use 4 hexagon socket bolts (strength grade 12.9) and

install with the torque specified in the following table. If the installation torque exceeds

the recommended tightening torque, the foundation will be sunken and the bolts will be

hot-adhered.

Model Installation bolt
nominal

Number of
installation bolts Tightening torque (N·m)

HDBA0250 M18 4 25
HDBA0320 M10 4 50
HDBA0400 M10 4 50
HDBA0500 M12 4 80
HDBC0250 M18 2 25
HDBC0320 M10 2 50
HDBC0400 M10 2 50
HDBC0500 M12 2 80

3. Installation and removal of contact bolts

When installing and removing the contact bolt, be sure to use a wrench to fix the

two-sided towel at the front end of the piston rod to prevent the piston rod bolt. Tighten

the contact bolts according to the torque in the table below

Contact screw

Model Thread size Tightening torque
(N · m)

HDBA/HDBC0250 M10 50
HDBA/HDBC0320 M12 100
HDBA/HDBC0400 M16 200
HDBA/HDBC0500 M20 315

4. Speed adjustment

Please adjust the speed according to the standard of push and pull side movement below

100mm per second. If the clamping action is fast, it will accelerate the wear damage of

each component and cause fault.

The air in the circuit must be drained before speed adjustment.

It is impossible to adjust the speed accurately when the circuit is mixed with air.

When adjusting the speed, please slowly adjust the speed control valve from the

low-speed side (small flow) to the high-speed side (large flow).
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